西 苑 高 中 國 中 部 英 語 科 第 四 冊 補 考 題 庫
一、字彙選擇
1.( C ) Are Jay and Tim really brothers? They don’t look like each other, and they have nothing
in
.
(Ａ) cold (Ｂ) cheese (Ｃ) common (Ｄ) culture
2.( D ) Jeff: I’m ready to order. How about you?
Tina: Me, too. Let’s have the
come over here.
(Ａ) answer (Ｂ) menu (Ｃ) pork (Ｄ) waitress
3.( C ) The cat is two
bigger than that dog. How interesting!
(Ａ) stars (Ｂ) ponds (Ｃ) times (Ｄ) beans
4.( C ) If I don’t pass the tests in school, my mom will never
me to watch TV on
weekends.
(Ａ) expect (Ｂ) pass (Ｃ) allow (Ｄ) push
5. ( A ) Because the new park is just open and not many people know it, there are
visitors.
(Ａ) few (Ｂ) some (Ｃ) little (Ｄ) lots of
6.( D ) The noise those boys are making is giving me a(n)
. Can you do anything about
it?
(Ａ) break (Ｂ) excuse (Ｃ) hand (Ｄ) headache
7.( B ) Jack: How do you tell beef
pork?
Rose: The colors are different, and their prices are different.
(Ａ) on (Ｂ) from (Ｃ) than (Ｄ) to
8.( C ) Ann: Liz and I plan to go to Kenting this weekend.
We feel like doing our favorite water activity. Would you like to join us?
Zoe: Sure.
me in!
(Ａ) Pass (Ｂ) Throw (Ｃ) Count (Ｄ) Push
9.( D ) If there is
I can do for you, I am leaving now.
(Ａ) everything (Ｂ) anything (Ｃ) something (Ｄ) nothing
10.( B ) I think the road ends here; it won’t go any
. Shouldn’t we turn back?
(Ａ) closer (Ｂ) farther (Ｃ) faster (Ｄ) longer
11.( D ) Most of us don’t like Tracy because she often gets angry for no
.
(Ａ) medicine (Ｂ) shoulder (Ｃ) weather (Ｄ) reason
12.( C ) Oh, my! Your shoes
terrible.
Would you please put them on the balcony（陽臺）?
(Ａ) raise (Ｂ) sound (Ｃ) smell (Ｄ) taste
13.( C ) They walked bravely
the rainforest and went home safely.
(Ａ) as (Ｂ) over (Ｃ) through (Ｄ) without
14.( A ) Jim, you failed the English test again today, but why weren’t you
with me?
You said you passed it, didn’t you?
(Ａ) honest (Ｂ) excellent (Ｃ) smart (Ｄ) comfortable
15.( A ) The car accident
five people before the ambulance（救護車）came.
(Ａ) killed (Ｂ) pulled (Ｃ) hunted (Ｄ) dropped

16.( B ) Our boss, Mr. Wu, is mean to us, and he never tries to improve (改善) our lives. Who
can help us
him
?
(Ａ) put; on (Ｂ) take; down (Ｃ) kick; down (Ｄ) take; off
17.( D ) My mom uses a lot of
in the dish.
(Ａ) pound (Ｂ) space (Ｃ) nail (Ｄ) ginger
二、文法選擇
18.( C ) If Alice
to England next Sunday, she will send me a postcard.
(Ａ) will get (Ｂ) got (Ｃ) gets (Ｄ) is getting
19.( D ) Getting up early on a cold morning is not easy,
?
(Ａ) are you (Ｂ) do you (Ｃ) does it (Ｄ) is it
20.( D ) Many boys like the girl
long legs and big blue eyes over there, and I do, too.
(Ａ) has (Ｂ) have (Ｃ) about (Ｄ) with
21.( B ) Mia: Try hard to jump as
as you can.
Ben: All right. I’ll try my best to jump
at our school.
(Ａ) far; the farther
(Ｂ) far; farthest
(Ｃ) farthest; the farthest (Ｄ) farther; the farther
22.( C ) Michelle Walden,
of the best basketball players in our school history, was called
（被叫做）“Flying Walden” because she could jump very high.
(Ａ) any (Ｂ) each (Ｃ) one (Ｄ) who
23.( A ) Sam is
tall than his good friend, Paul.
(Ａ) less (Ｂ) more (Ｃ) much (Ｄ) a little
24.( D ) Mary, help
to the cookies on the table. They are your favorite snacks, right?
(Ａ) herself
(Ｂ) yourselves
(Ｃ) oneself
(Ｄ)yourself
25.( D ) Alice has no friends here in Taiwan,
?
(Ａ) doesn’t she (Ｂ) isn’t Alice (Ｃ) is Alice (Ｄ) does she
26.( D ) Our baby son makes
noise than yours and theirs. He makes
noise of
the three.
(Ａ) fewer; fewest
(Ｂ) the less; the least
(Ｃ) the more; most
(Ｄ) more; the most
27.( C ) Mom
me to take out the trash last night.
(Ａ) had (Ｂ) made (Ｃ) asked (Ｄ) let
28.( B ) Tom: Must I give you a hand during the test?
Sue: No, you
, or Ms. Love will not be happy about cheating.
(Ａ) don’t (Ｂ) mustn’t (Ｃ) doesn’t have to (Ｄ) aren’t
29.( A ) Alice learned from the TV news
Nora Jones was coming to Taiwan the next day.
(Ａ) that (Ｂ) where (Ｃ) which (Ｄ) whether
30.( D ) Mary thanked her brother
teaching her how to ride a bike.
(Ａ) about (Ｂ) with (Ｃ) of (Ｄ) for
31.( C ) Alex is a
runner than Mary. He runs
than her.
(Ａ) more slowly; the more slowly (Ｂ) slower; the slower
(Ｃ) slower; more slowly
(Ｄ) the more slowly; slower
32.( B ) Most of the food at the restaurants
delicious.

(Ａ) taste (Ｂ) tastes (Ｃ) to taste (Ｄ) tasting
33.( D ) Lily is more
than her sister.
(Ａ) short (Ｂ) healthy (Ｃ) thinner (Ｄ) interesting
34.( D ) I’m scared
the black shape will stand next to my bed again and again during the
night.
(Ａ) if (Ｂ) when (Ｃ) although (Ｄ) that
35. ( C ) Kelly knew nothing then, _________?
(Ａ) doesn’t she （Ｂ）will she （Ｃ）did she （Ｄ） didn’t she
三、閱讀測驗
( A.)

 vegetarian 素食者

skill 技術

（C）1. What do Beyond Meat and Vegetarian Meat have in common?
(Ａ) They both are real meat.
(Ｂ) Both are quite safe to eat.
(Ｃ) They both are good for the environment.
(Ｄ) Anyone can make delicious meals with them.
（A）2. Who may NOT want to buy Vegetarian Meat?
(Ａ) Linda is very careful about her food.
(Ｂ) William has excellent cooking skills.
(Ｃ) John loves the tastes of beans.
(Ｄ) Sarah really cares about the environment.
( B. )
Red Imported Fire Ants
There are more than ten thousand kinds of ants. However, red imported fire ants (RIFA) are
the most notorious one.
What do they do?






They bite people.
They attack animals.
They build nests in farms. Farmers can’t work and give up their land.
They invade people’s houses.

 invade 侵略

（C）1. What does notorious mean?
(Ａ) Something helpful.
(Ｂ) Something strange.
(Ｃ) Something with a bad name. (Ｄ) Something with a beautiful shape.
（B）2. What is RIFA?
(Ａ) A special nest.
(Ｂ) A kind of insect.
(Ｃ) A different house.
(Ｄ) An ant with no head.
（B）3. What can we learn about red fire ants from the report? c
(Ａ) What they eat for food.
(Ｂ) What their backs look like.
(Ｃ) When they build their nests. (Ｄ) When they attack people and animals.

